Prospective students of The Teaching and Teacher Leadership (TTL) Ed.M. program at the Harvard Graduate School of Education are encouraged to introduce themselves to the program so they can stay informed on program updates and admission details. The Teaching and Teacher Leadership (TTL) Ed.M. program at HGSE is a new program designed for leaders interested in education. The Teaching and Teacher Leadership (TTL) master’s program embodies the core commitment and dedication to creating expansive, equitable, transformational opportunities for learners everywhere.

A career in education is a crucially important way to make an impact on the world. Fellowship support is available through TTL for both a residency track and an internship track, which offers a more gradual learning-to-teach model. Although the residency track deadline has passed, candidates can still apply to the internship track.

We welcome candidates to apply today.

***

The Teaching and Teacher Leadership Master’s Program at Harvard

Applicants interested in earning teaching licensure in addition to the Ed.M. can still apply to the internship model. The application deadline is:

· January 5, 2022 (11:59 p.m. ET) – Deadline to apply for teaching licensure via the internship fieldwork model (i.e. teaching responsibilities ramp up gradually).

Read about each of these options on the TTL webpage and watch a recording of a TTL information session. Candidates can start their application here.

If you or the students you know have questions about the application process, please contact Samantha Pulley, Assistant Director of Admissions at HGSE. For questions about the TTL program, please contact Andrena Mason, Assistant Director for TTL. Candidates can also sign up for TTL office hours.
Frequently Asked Questions

Teaching and Teacher Leadership (TTL)

Q. When will the TTL summer orientation and coursework for AY22-23 take place?
A. The required How People Learn (4 credit) course, which begins in June, is an online course with asynchronous sessions plus a live synchronous section once a week. TTL Orientation will take place in person starting Friday, July 1st, 2022.

Q. What is the right licensure track for me?
A. Please see the chart below. Please also note that both licensure tracks are eligible for fellowships.

For more information, schedule a 1:1 with Andrena Mason using this link: https://calendly.com/andrena_mason/check-in-with-andrena.

TTL Fieldwork & Fellowship Website

Residency Track

Note: The deadline for the residency track has passed.  

Internship Track

Note: We are still accepting applications for the internship track.

- Full immersion in the classroom as .5 FTE teacher of record starting September 1 of the year following application

  This model is a good fit for applicants who....

  - Are prepared to be teacher of record for ~50 students on September 1
  - Have prior teaching experience and/or experience working with children in group settings
  - Are ready to take on both a half-time teaching load and coursework at the same time
  - Are ready to learn from a wide range of situations and individuals -- from mentor teachers, school leaders, instructional coaches, students and families as well as from course instructors.
  - Teaching responsibilities ramp up gradually throughout the year

This model is a good fit for applicants who....

- Desire a more gradual entry into teaching
- Have less prior experience with children
- Want preparation for teaching with more focused responsibilities
- Want opportunities for more concentrated and intentional learning
- Want more opportunities to spend time on campus and participate in HGSE co-curricular experiences.